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About us
Family style recipes
Mama Lisa Restaurant was founded in 1999 by Gaetano and Mose Costigliola. Their father, Carlo Costigliola, was the owner of Umberto’s, a successful Italian restaurant in Patchogue for over fifteen years. 


                    Read more                                           About us





Catering
Let us cater your next event
We would be honored to provide our services for your next event.  Each event is bespoke to your tastes and needs, to provide the best experience possible for you and your guests.
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Groups and Parties
Impress your guests
From customized menus to table settings, we'll handle all the details so you can focus on enjoying the occasion.


                    Parties                                      
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Order online
Pick up your favorite food
Take advantage of our online ordering system. It's user-friendly and allows you to customize
 your order and track its progress from the comfort of your own home.
Order
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An extreme  close up view of a tomato sauce topped dish
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A close up of pasta covered with a tomato sauce and basil
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A close up of half cheese half broccoli and mushroom pizza
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Interior, a table setting
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An extreme close up view of chicken meatballs dish covered with...
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Interior, dining area with set tables and seating
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A close up view of Buffalo chicken pizza





Reservations
Secure your spot now
Reservations are recommended at our restaurant to ensure a table
 is available for your party. Advance booking is encouraged.
Book a table

Reviews
Yelp reviews

                  Madeline B:
                  


Always delicious & fresh & service is amazing & the decor is warm & welcoming. The Penne Ala Vodka is our family favorite.



Yelp reviews

                  Thomas C:
                  


Off the Hook Italian food The Campanaro's strongly recommended you visit. We know good food ask our Cardiologist, Authentic homemade dishes and there house wine goes great with all the dishes.



Yelp reviews

                  Mariann B:
                  


We ordered take out and as usual, it was delicious.  We never get disappointed.  We have been going there for over 22 years and we still can say that this is the best Italian food in the area.



Yelp reviews

                  Michael C:
                  


At Mama Lisa Restauant is outstanding. I always order Sicilian pizza there. When I want anything else I sit in the restaurant because I order for my appetizer fry calamari and it always comes out fresh hot and melt's in your mouth I mean very tender I highly recommend it. 



Yelp reviews

                  Mary M:
                  


Been going to Mama Lisa's for years, literally before they were a larger restaurant further up the road. Food was always very good and great price.  We dine in or takeout. The folks are friendly and the service is great this is a great little spot to enjoy a great Italian meal. Bon Appetite!
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Location

1226 Montauk Highway
Mastic, NY
11950


Hours


                        Fri, Sat                    

                        11:00 AM - 10:30 PM                    

                        Sun, Mon, Tue, Wed, Thur                    

                        11:00 AM - 10:00 PM                    


Find us on...

Twitter/ X pageFacebook pageInstagram pageYelp page

Contact us

(631)-395-4600
mamalisarest@gmail.com
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We strive to make our website accessible to everybody. Learn More.


